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DEVELOPMENT OF CUSTOMS AUTHORITIES’ PROFESSIONAL TRAINING SYSTEM  

IN RUSSIAN FEDERATION 

 

Abstract. The paper studies the formation process of the professional training system in 

customs authorities of the Russian Federation. The evolution has been traced of the additional 

professional education development of Russian customs officers since 1994. The Soviet period of 

customs officers’ professional training has not been studied in this article. In contrast to other 

authors who distinguish usually only three or four stages in the development of systems that are 

described in the article, we highlight the fifth stage, which continues to the present. The structure 

of the retraining and advanced training system in customs authorities is analyzes in the article, 

which consists of six subsystems. The characteristics features are described of the fifth stage in the 

retraining and advanced training systems development in Russia. The prospects for the 

development of this system are given in the coming years.  
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THEORETIC AND METHODOLOGICAL BASE FOR MODERNIZATION PROCESSES 

 

Abstract. Article shows analysis of theoretic and methodological base for modernization 

economy process. First of all, the theories are analyzed from the four evolution stages of the 

modernization viewpoint on the nation-state economic system. Two development trends of 

approaches to modernization are studied that exist in the theoretical and methodological terms: 

Linear concepts and alternatives to them. For grouping the theoretical and methodological 

modernization approaches of the alternative research lines a criteria have been identified that on 

the one hand are the drivers, starting the modernization process, on the other hand - the very course 

and the result of modernization. The analysis is able to deliver classification of the theoretic and 

methodological base and the modernization types. In contrast to the collinear approach to 

modernization, discussed in this article approaches emphasize external (exogenous) change 

factors, rather than on the inner.  
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THE JOBS MOVEMENT: ACCOUNTING FEATURES OF THE RUSSIAN STATISTICS 

 

Abstract. A qualitative mismatch of labor demand and supply which has developed in the 

industry, professional qualification, territorial and other sections resulted in a persistent shortage 

of working professions in industry, namely, the demand for skilled and unskilled workers footage 

exceeds competitors offer in the labor market. On paper, the authors attempted to clarify what 

happens to the movement in the labor market based on an analysis of official statistics. It was 



revealed that the jobs movement statistics doesn’t correspond completely to the labor movement 

statistics; in contrast to the common practice certain categories of employees are taken into account 

in the Russian statistics proportionally to the time worked. As a result of these methodological 

features the indicators of jobs movement in Russia are not fully comparable to similar estimates 

for other countries  
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE STATE POLICY IN THE SPHERE REGULATIONS  

OF NON-STANDARD FORMS OF EMPLOYMENT 

 

Abstract. The article presents the author's point of view on the issue of employment 

regulation in the region. A review of the information services’ quality in the regional employment 

services is presented based on content analysis of open information sources posted on the Internet. 

Under “non-standard employment” is meant in this article the employment, which differs from the 

standard, the most common form, prescribed in the labor legislation. In the Russian Federation, 

the standard is considered a normal working week (no more than 40 hours), and also reduced 

working week established by the Labour Code for employees of a certain age, working conditions 

or a profession, for example, for teenagers is considered standard. Standard is considered to be in 

the state registration of employees with labor contracts; the workplace, tools and executives are in 

the territory of the employer. Relevance of improvement of information exchange of public service 

of employment with the population concerning possible forms of employment is locates in article.  

Key words: employment; non-standard employment; labor market; labor potential; 

employment regulation. 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF FACTORING SERVICE  

WITH THE STATE’ PARTICIPATION IN AGRICULTURE 

 

Abstract. The growth of non-payment could result in a default of the enterprise, and the 

need for collection of arrears is becoming one of the most acute problems in the company's activity. 

The author studied the works of Russian and foreign scientists, who have laid the basis for 

factoring, and have engaged in this scientific problem today. The differences of modern factoring 

functions are specified in Russia and abroad. The author introduce the notion “agrofaktoring” as 

the totality of the factoring relationship to solve problems turnover of accounts receivable of 

enterprises, and as organizational model of the factoring transaction agrofaktoring service 

members. Scientific and practical contents of agrofaktoring are determined. Later in the article the 

agrofaktoring functions are identified, and finally, the author points to the markets, which 

argofaktoring covers. In conclusion, the author summarizes the principles of the implementation 

and the additional benefits of agrofaktoring.  
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